SPEED SHOPPER PRESENTATION
THE ONLY SHOPPING LIST APP
WITH REAL TIME PEER 2 PEER ITEM AISLE DATABASE

THE SPEED SHOPPER TEAM

Mitchell McElroy
Founder/CEO/Designer/Developer/Houston Region Bitcoin Private Ambassador
Mitchell is an internet entrepreneur who has over 15 years of web design, web development and coding experience. He created his first website
and web based business in 2002 while attending college at the University of Houston. He also has over 10 years of experience in banking and
finance and has a wide range of relevant experience ranging from building web servers to writing code for social networking platforms.
Mitchell, however is not a one man operation. He works with various developers and tech experts worldwide who assist in bringing the Speed
Shopper ecosystem into fruition. Once there is a need, Mitchell plans to hire full time and part time staff to assist in the growth of Speed
Shopper.

OUR VISION
• Speed Shopper is currently a shopping list app available in the Google
Play Store that makes shopping easier and more efficient. For
advertisers, our platform is a highly effective tool for reaching
potential customers. We aim to decentralize the input of store item
location data which efficiently keeps it accurate and easy to access.
• We will create an ecosystem that is fueled by our Speed Shopper
cryptocurrency token that results in a groundbreaking solution for
shoppers and advertisers worldwide.
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What is a
Pioneer Shopper?

Pioneer Shoppers are individuals who are the first to enter a product and aisle
number from a store into our database. Pioneer Shoppers earn Speed Shopper
Tokens by adding products and aisle numbers to their shopping lists which also
adds them to our database.
Anyone using the Speed Shopper App can be a Pioneer Shopper. Using the mobile
wallet within the app, Pioneer Shoppers will be able to see how many Speed
Shopper Tokens they have earned while shopping.
Speed Shopper Tokens can be used to purchase advertising on the Speed Shopper
network and purchase exclusive coupon codes. They can also be exchanged for gift
cards. Additionally, they can be sent to other users of the app via the Ethereum
blockchain.

THE PROBLEM (FOR SHOPPERS)
• In-store shopping takes too long, but it’s still arguably
the fastest, most convenient, affordable, readily
available, and most commonly used method of
purchasing products. In today’s world people rarely
have time to leisurely shop. Most people simply want
to get in, get out, and on with their lives.
• Stores are designed with the intention of keeping
customers inside in order to upsell and advertise
products to them. There is nothing wrong with a
company wanting to upsell and advertise to its
customers, however this is currently being done at the
expense of the consumers precious time.

• Most people only use shopping lists to help them
remember what items to purchase. Creating a list
based on navigating the store quickly is very difficult for
a person to do on their own.

THE PROBLEM (FOR ADVERTISERS)
• Advertisers are constantly searching for clever,
inexpensive methods of informing potential
customers about their products. In retail
stores, shelves are crowded and getting their
products to stand out is not an easy task.
• Once a product obtains shelf space,
advertisers must still face the difficulty of
making their product stand out to consumers.
Many advertisers waste money on blanketed
advertising which can be expensive and
ineffective.

THE SOLUTION (FOR SHOPPERS)
• Speed Shopper’s decentralized approach to store item location
database creation is the solution to a variety of problems. In store
shopping times are drastically reduced because the Speed Shopper
app tells users exactly what aisles to go to in sequential order.
Speed Shopper eliminates time wasted zig zagging throughout the
store and time wasted by returning to the same aisles multiple times.
• Speed Shopper creates a database of item locations that can be used
at any store with aisles. Its decentralized database technology ensures
that the database remains current and accurate. The implementation
of the Ethereum based Speed Shopper Token will allow shoppers to
be paid for adding items to the database.

THE SOLUTION (FOR ADVERTISERS)
• Speed Shopper allows advertisers to target their customers very
specifically. None-invasive ads are placed on individual items in individual
stores.
• Advertisers won’t have to concern themselves with standing out from
their competitors because the Speed Shopper advertising platform only
allows one ad per item per store for a predetermined term. This means
that if a shopper adds an item to their list that an advertiser has purchased
an ad for then that shopper will only see that one advertisement
exclusively for that item.
• Ads are very specifically targeted. No more blanketed ads hoping to catch
the eye of a shopper.

REVENUE
• Speed Shopper earns income from advertising.
Advertisers pay to place ads directly in the list of
shoppers. We also take a small percentage from every
purchase made in the Speed Shopper Market. We are also
currently earning revenue from Google ads placed within
the mobile app. The creation of the Speed Shopper token
will offer additional funding for development of the
platform.
• A limited number of tokens will be created, therefore the
law of supply and demand will cause the value of the
tokens to increase when the demand for advertising on
our platform increases.

SPEEDSHOPPER VS OUR COMPETITION
Best Options

Speed Shopper

Listonic

User friendly
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Lists sorted by aisles
Sync lists with others




Voice input



Multiple shopping lists



Earn income from shopping



Store locator

Conclusion
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GROWTH STRATEGY
We believe that the most effective methods of growth rely on marketing and partnerships.

• Speed Shopper Token Platform
Our platform of crediting shoppers with a crypto token is revolutionary and will lead to word of mouth
advertising of our app. In addition to Pioneer shoppers discussing the tokens within their networks we plan
to obtain media attention for the unique functionalities of the platform.

• SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS
We are currently utilizing Facebook and Twitter and plan to grow our presence on Reddit, Telegram, and
other platforms that are more prevalent in the crypto community.

• APP REVIEW BLOGGERS
We will continue to reach out to influential app review bloggers and video content creators.

• PARTNERSHIPS (with retail stores, apps that focus on shopping, etc.)
We plan to actively seek out partnerships with various retailers and product companies to create mutually
beneficial partnerships. We hope to expand our brand and customer base by tapping in to the ecosystems
of other successful ventures and cross promoting our usefulness.

THE MARKET
Grocery store sales in the U.S. topped 600 billion dollars in 2016 and is steadily trending upwards. This is why grocery delivery companies like
Instacart and Shipt have adopted a business model that revolves around retail brick and mortar locations.
However, grocery delivery companies increase the cost of store items and charge subscription and delivery fees. That type of luxury service is not the
solution that the majority of shoppers are looking for. The data shows us that consumers want convenience, but they would prefer to save a buck.

ALLOCATION OF INITIAL INVESTMENT FUNDS
30% Technology Development
• Creation and implementation of crypto-currency token, crypto wallet development, crowd sale website etc.

50% Marketing
• Get listed on various crowd sale sites

5% Legal and Administrative
• Copyright, trademark and patent where applicable

15% Business Development
• Establishing strategic partnerships, acquisitions, Acquiring essential personnel

Learn more by visiting

www.speedshopperapp.com
www.speedshopper.io

